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Preface 

This consultation response was prepared by volunteers from the Strathnairn Action Group. The 

purpose of this response is to contribute to the improvement of the current planning process for 

developers, local communities and for the numerous other stakeholders who devote time and 

energy to this process. The Strathnairn Action Group was formed in November 2014 as a response to 

the recent flood of wind farm and associated infrastructure applications (such as larger electricity 

pylons, widened roads and forestry tracks) being proposed in our area. The Group is not a vehicle of 

NIMBY-ism, as its membership includes those who were either supportive or neutral to earlier 

windfarm developments in the area. The remit of the group is to interpret applications and their 

accompanying environmental statements for the community and to gauge and represent community 

opinion when forming responses to them. 

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the updated spatial planning for onshore wind energy. 

We acknowledge the need for an effective spatial planning process which integrates the needs and 

concerns of multiple stakeholders and which serves as a guide to suitable areas for development, 

saving time, money and above all avoiding uncertainty, worry and conflict on the part of the 

Highlands’ inhabitants. Wind energy in the Highland region is a multi-billion pound industry, but an 

important concern of a large proportion of the population, the tourism industry and numerous 

stakeholders. This spatial planning exercise needs to adequately represent both the level of 

importance of the issue and the varied perspectives of the major stakeholders. The current 

methodology put forward falls a long way short of best practice in spatial planning, objectives 

highlighted in the European Landscape Convention (ELC 2000) and Scottish Government 

recommendations for its application (ICPL 2009).  

The proposed spatial plan would be unable to achieve its goal of successfully guiding wind 

developments in several crucial respects. This response seeks to highlight these areas and makes 

specific recommendations for how the spatial planning exercise should be improved to better 

represent the varied perspectives of stakeholders and to achieve its aforementioned goals. This is 

done in sequence with the specific questions posed in the consultation document. Alongside their 

professional expertise in ecology, hydrology, rural development, tourism and transport, the group of 

Strathnairn residents responsible for compiling this response do so through experience of 

summarising and interpreting information on several wind farm developments for the local 

community and gauging and reacting to community perspectives towards the developments. 

Contact details of group:  
Strathnairn Action Group  
Baile na Creige  
Bunachton 
IV2 6AL 
01808 521765  

  



Issue 1: Threshold for applying the Spatial Framework 

Small scale developments have to satisfy assessment as in section 3, 5 and 7. These include single 

turbines < 50 m to blade tip or multiples of smaller turbines <30m.  Some developments may include 

larger numbers of smaller turbines and should have more rigorous assessment than just under 

sections 3, 5 and 7 of the Spatial Framework because of their number. 

A third category of very tall turbines, say > 125m could be included as there seem to be more of 

these in recent developments. Further criteria may need to be applied for assessment purposes for 

these clusters of the largest turbines. 

Issue 2: Community separation distance 

Residential properties in direct view and within several kilometres of large wind turbines will incur 

considerable noise and visual impact. Those within 2km will be acutely affected (as turbines are 

increasing in size we suggest that 2.5km would be a better threshold to identify). A 2km buffer from 

residential properties has been commonly proposed to avoid the most extreme of these impacts, 

which may include reduced property values and health issues. Regarding wind development this is 

the absolute priority concern of the rural population. In the spatial planning exercise the 2km 

separation distance has been afforded to properties on a somewhat arbitrary basis. The definition 

of a settlement has been restricted to those which are afforded boundaries under the Local Housing 

Development Plan. This technocratic judgement therefore excludes the primary concerns of tens of 

thousands of Highland residents. In consequence, entire villages are currently omitted without 

sound reasoning, creating great uncertainty and anxiety among the rural population. If a wind farm 

is proposed within 2km of a residence the planning process is likely to continue for several years. 

Thousands of Highland residents have faced considerable lost working and leisure time to oppose 

proposals, face uncertainty over investment decisions relating to their property and businesses 

(tourism being an important livelihood across the region) and considerable anguish. The public 

outcry, media attention and resulting conflict also cost vast amounts of time and money to 

developers and other stakeholders. Public involvement in planning for Scottish wind energy has 

been extremely poor (Scott et al. 2014) and consultations such as this provide an opportunity to 

address that.    

It is therefore strongly recommended that the definition for a settlement currently adopted in the 

spatial planning exercise is rewritten to include all, or at very least a much more inclusive 

definition. 2km should be an absolute minimum for ALL housing unless no negative impacts or 

support for the scheme can be proven. There is no valid reason why a more relevant definition of a 

settlement cannot be used specifically for onshore wind developments. Spatial planning is intended 

to represents various interests and serve, not as a top-down exercise but a tool to facilitate the 

negotiation of varied interests. For this to be realised and a 2km buffer applied for all is neither 

difficult nor time consuming: the data are available, the issue is not complex and the incorporation 

of this major social concern into the geographic information system would be straightforward. The 

choice of whether to address community separation distance properly, for all, is a simple question of 

whether people matter or not. Residents already lack power and voice relative to developers in the 

planning process, with little time given to digest and respond to the vast amounts of technical 

information which accompany applications. If social concerns are to be represented in any form (and 



in the proposed plan they are not) this should be the one key decision through which public interests 

are represented, through which people are provided the assurances they so desperately need and 

planners given greater confidence. 

Issue 3: Protection of Wild Land areas from development  

The recognition of SNH’s list of Wild Land areas in the spatial planning is a positive and welcomed 

move. However due to the binary nature of the spatial planning exercise (all areas within priority 

zone gain recognition, all those outside do not), this serves to a large extent to reiterate protection 

of nationally designated landscapes and discriminates against undesignated land outside of the Wild 

Lands. This is strongly linked to issue 6 regarding the mapping of strategic capacity (see also 

response to that issue below).  

 

The preference for concentration of developments means that valuable landscapes and habitats 

outside of designated Wild Lands and other protected areas will receive more concentrated 

attention from developers. In other words the mapping exercise serves to spare some land from 

development while giving a green light to share the rest. Attributes for land and habitats which may 

be undervalued in this process include their importance for ecological connectivity, and the 

presence of important habitats of smaller size which are not included within wild lands but which 

are of local or regional significance and which may also play an important role for wider populations 

of species of wildlife. It should be noted that wild animals do not tend to behave and stay within 

their designated areas but move seasonally and often spend considerable time in what may be 

considered as secondary habitats in ecological terms, but which through the singular approach to 

spatial planning here, may be considered of least importance.  

 

Moreover, there is uncertainty in spatial designations due to the methods by which factors such as 

soil and vegetation are originally surveyed. The basis of much survey is point sampling on the 

ground, albeit often backed by aerial imaging. The uncertainty arises from the need for interpolation 

between the point samples. An area may find itself outside or inside a particular designation (and 

this applies much to peat soil designations) but there is statistical uncertainty in the interpolation 

between points. Hard lines on a map tend to give the impression of certainty, but this is rarely the 

case. To be fair to all, spatial planning maps should indicate the ‘fuzziness’ of boundaries.  

The environmental values held for Highland landscapes are far from restricted to areas within Wild 

Lands and this diversity of values should be better reflected in the spatial planning. Other 

environmental values which are conveyed to areas within a landscape include those comprising 

what may be termed ‘green infrastructure’, which provide hunting and foraging opportunities, those 

important for local air and water quality, which provide other health and wellbeing benefits, which 

are of important amenity value, where the landscape holds a unique and renowned character such 

as the loch complexes surrounding the Great Glen, or when habitats and specific places have a 

cultural significance such as clan burial grounds or historic pathways and transport routes.  

 

We therefore recommend that the environmental component of the spatial planning exercise be 

expanded beyond Wild Lands to represent the diverse ecological importance of landscapes and to 

better reflect different perspectives of important areas within landscapes. This should be done 

through extensive participation of local communities in a landscape visualisation process, which 



highlights key areas of importance. The expert opinion currently represented is a useful basis from 

which to develop further types of designations which may improve planning processes for all 

involved. 

 

Issue 4: Identifying strategic capacity for wind energy development in Highland 

Issue 4.1: Cumulative Effects 

Scottish Planning Policy looks at windfarm proposals on a case-by-case basis. There is a presumption 

in favour of development (SNH, March 2012).  

Many in the local community believe that Strathnairn, and indeed, wider Loch Ness and the Great 

Glen has reached its ‘carrying capacity’ for windfarms. Local groups and community councils have 

increasingly lodged objections to windfarm proposals in the Highlands over the last few years (John 

Muir Trust, 2015). Strategic Planning Policy should incorporate a method, evidence based, of 

assessing the cumulative effects of windfarms. Highland residents require a strategic plan using 

’joined-up thinking’  for wind farm siting rather than the haphazard, one-off approach that has so far 

been evident with retrospective exercises to assess cumulative damage. 

Concerns about present methods of examining cumulative effects are:  

Visual: a) Cumulative Visual Landscape Assessment (CVLA) should be completed for each new 

windfarm proposal which incorporates all windfarms in the zone of potential visibility. (See 

Caithness CVLA study, 2014).  These strategic planning studies should include all windfarms in 

planning, in consultation, in scoping as well as consented. New windfarm proposals (even for 

extensions) should not be processed until the full impact and significance of any change is clear on 

the existing situation (which was not done in the case of the Glen Kyllachy extension.) 

b) ZTVs (zones of theoretical visibility) are included in Environmental Impact Assessments and 

currently, each windfarm proposal is seen as an individual and assessed on its own merit. ZVT are 

made from various designated viewpoints. The positioning of the viewpoints is crucial and often in 

favour of the developer for a positive outcome for the proposal. (For example: VP1 for the Carr Bann 

Windfarm proposal views the wide open space of Loch Bunachton, but ignores other developments 

visible along the road from Bunachton to Inverness including Farr Windfarm, with the Glen Kyllachy 

extension, and Tom Fat [in planning]. If all were approved, there would be four windfarms and a 

sequential cumulative impact on the landscape.) Sequential impact should be considered, not just 

static impact. Highland Council should make it a requisite that viewpoints are chosen with local 

knowledge, perhaps from Community Council members or members of the local community. 

Professional planners should develop much clearer links with community for these sorts of 

purposes.  

c) Visualisations are used in photomontages of planned developments. These are often not to the 

required standard and can be misleading. Highland Council’s own standards are prescriptive and 

suggest that applications not conforming to standard will be dismissed. However, recent ZVTs in Carr 

Bann planning application were below standard and designed to reduce impact, giving an inaccurate 

view. This seems to be a manipulative move on behalf of developers. 



Landscape Capacity Study    -   SNH has a ‘landscape capacity toolkit’, which is used proactively, to 

steer development in onshore wind energy to produce landscape change. However, ‘change’ has 

already been produced in many areas including Strathnairn, and thresholds must be in place to give 

greater protection to communities. Transport issues, noise and other considerations should also be 

considered as issues for cumulative impact, which should not be restricted to visual factors, and all 

included in a landscape capacity assessment. Discussion of what reasonable thresholds should be, 

should be part of Highland Council’s consultation with the wider communities, including local 

participation. Placing a defined quantifiable limit on numbers of windfarms should be priority. If 

thresholds are exceeded there should be powers to implement a moratorium on wind 

developments for that area. This would serve to help developers avoid locations where damage is 

likely to be greatest and conflicts with various stakeholders highly probable. 

Areas, such as Strathnairn, should be considered in their totality, based on their contiguous 

landscape, not simply a collection of scattered sites for potential windfarms. Now there are over 150 

wind turbines (in planning, constructed or consented) in the Loch Ness Area - surely this is a 

quantifiable number to be set as a limit. 

It seems only logical that any wind farm application should include all the relevant constituent parts 

– i.e. substations, grid connections, tracks, pylons etc. so it can be fully assessed by both residents 

and Council planners alike. Separation of these different imperative components of a wind energy 

development serves only to mislead and lose trust among the public.  

There are growing instances of extension wind farms being granted before the initial development 

has even been constructed. This makes it almost impossible to judge the cumulative impact or for 

communities to react to the secondary development. We recommend no extensions to wind farms 

in construction/planning phase. There must be time to assess the full impact of the newly 

constructed wind farm in line with what the developers assessed the impact to be in relation to 

noise, flicker etc. in their proposal.  

Subjectivity: There should be little room for ‘subjective’ views in planning policy decisions. Within 

the EIS for Carr Bann the words ‘professional judgement’ were used many times and can tilt 

decisions of ‘significance’.  The developers use such statements in documents but they lack integrity 

and clear evidence for a particular view. They are most often biased descriptors to counter the 

actual negative results of assessment. The Landscape Institute’s most recent publication in 2013 on 

‘Guidance on Visual Impact Assessment’ (GVIA) places even greater emphasis on professional 

judgement, unfortunately, and less emphasis on an objective, formulaic approach. 

Baseline studies are used as a start in order to assess magnitude of change in the environment. 

These include a wide range of indicators, not just large scale visible ones like turbines in the 

landscape. The interconnectivity of habitats, of special landscape areas and the wildlife they support 

should all be examined – as a whole. SNH uses a ‘baseline’ with assessment of magnitude of change 

(SNH, 2014)  Examples of criteria used are perceived naturalness, remoteness and inaccessibility, a 

sense of solitude or refuge, inspiring qualities, sense of awe etc……… and then a judgement on 

whether these will be changed e.g. by moving blades, long distance view where attention is drawn 

to the blades, etc. It should also be recognised that in for example the case of Strathnairn where 

windfarms are already present, the baseline is already compromised.  

Issue 4.2: Local Features 

The three features listed are: 



 Special Landscape Areas (SLA) 
 Airport Safeguarding surfaces  

 Conservation Areas 
 

Further local features that should be added are key natural heritage sites of historic importance such 

as ring cairns and standing stones and scheduled monuments. These should be clearly added to any 

map of what actually exists in Highland and deserve recognition as ‘special features’ in any strategic 

mapping exercise. 

 

Issue 4.3: Mapping strategic capacity 

The major problem with the spatial planning exercise presented is that it fails to live up to the 

standards of landscape scale planning procedures as highlighted in the European Landscape 

Convention (2000) and recommendations made on the basis of that document to the Scottish 

Parliament (IPLC 2009) which would involve establishing more comprehensive guidance for all 

landscapes in order to reflect the diversity of values conveyed by various stakeholders. The IPLC 

report (2009) states that “The European Landscape Convention provides an unparalleled 

opportunity for planning, managing and protecting Scottish landscapes and for mainstreaming 

landscape considerations into public policy,” recognising that “the challenge is to ensure that they 

(landscapes) change for the better (i.e. their quality is improved) and that, in turn, the change is 

reflected in the quality of life for its citizens. In contrast to these bold and inclusive aims for 

landscape planning, the spatial planning presented in the consultation paper on onshore wind 

developments serves to further marginalise the perspectives of Highland inhabitants themselves. 

Moreover, the oversimplification of the mapping exercise as it stands (particularly the lack of 

attention to community perspectives and ecological complexity) inspires segregation in Highland 

landscapes rather than providing a more comprehensive and cohesive exercise to reflect the 

diversity of values which comprise a landscape’s character. 

 

The maps presented in this consultation paper are simplistic and inadequate to capture the range 

of values necessary to represent the diverse needs of stakeholders. The current maps also 

streamline development towards areas already targeted, close to communities. Those communities 

have the least relative power in the planning processes, with very little time to respond to huge 

amounts of technical information without comparable technologies to do so, and to environmental 

statements often presented in a confusing, impermeable and mystifying format. Yet the concerns of 

Highland inhabitants remain the least represented in the spatial planning exercise. That imbalance 

and discrimination will lead to longer and more acrimonious planning processes and must be 

rectified in order for the spatial planning exercise to fulfil its objectives.   

 

We recognise that Highland Council lacks resources to undertake many of the measures 

recommended in this response, despite the vast sums involved in this industry. We therefore 

recommend that Highland Council increase planning fees for wind farm applications in line with 

England so the Council has more resources e.g. to fund cumulative assessment or landscape 

capacity, as well as to help councils to consult effectively through trained professionals, to monitor, 

plan and assess development strategically. In the absence of these measures it is feared that 

Highland residents’ voices will not be represented in decisions and as such will result in a loss of faith 

in the HC and its planning department. 



 

Ecological values of landscapes are given some simplified attention in this planning exercise (see 

response to Wild Lands issue raised). However more subjective social, cultural and economic values 

are equally important to consider, but receive no or at best extremely coarse attention in the spatial 

planning exercise, such as 2km buffers around only selected settlements. We recommend as a 

priority in order to minimally reflect priority socio-economic values of local communities the 2km 

boundary should be extended to all residences (see response to issue for separation distance 

above). The further values which at a very minimum should and could easily be represented include 

amenity value, importance as tourism hotspots or even cultural and historical sites. As Scott et al. 

(2014) highlight on this very issue: “unlike professionals who tend to dissect landscapes within their 

constituent elements, the public tend to look at the bigger picture and recognise the totality of 

landscape change.” We therefore also recommend that a wider suite of values needs to be 

spatially represented here, which together would give a better representation of ecological 

complexity, as well as incorporating social, cultural and economic importance of landscapes. This 

should be achieved through developing spatial visions for landscapes alongside local communities 

and representatives of other stakeholders, where possible in advance of the proliferation of 

developments rather than retrospectively. While this may sound like a costly and time-consuming 

exercise it would likely serve to save money and time through more effective planning procedures 

based on multiple perspectives and relative consensus, instead of fostering conflicts as the current 

planning system does at great cost. And in relation to a large industry in wind power this seems a 

proportionate and progressive consultative step. 

 

Issue 5: Financial Involvement    

No comment 

 

Issue 6: Shadow Flicker 

We welcome development of guidelines for this issue and requirement of an specific assessment as 

impacts on residential homes can be substantial and require specific recognition.  

Issue 7: Road and Railway considerations 

 

The preferred option is for a minimum distance of twice the height of turbine-to-blade tip from 

public roads and railways. Taking Carr Bann wind turbines as an example of a tall turbine, distance to 

blade tip is 124.5 m. Therefore, twice the distance is 149m. We consider this to be at least the 

minimum distance for safety from railways and public roads. This should also be widened to include 

tourist routes such as the South Loch Ness Trail and the Trail of the Seven Lochs for example. These 

walking and cycling routes are very popular and require the same level of safety as other public 

routes. 

 

Proposals for wind energy development must demonstrate no adverse effects on the public road 

network, with locations chosen with ‘spare capacity’ to carry abnormal loads and construction traffic 

over the lifetime of a windfarm. The B851 is a public road suffering increased traffic over a number 

of years from construction traffic from windfarms and work on national grid connections. Residents 

experience deterioration in spite of the stated requirements and mitigations that have gone into 

already-consented plans. In the Carr Ban planning application there was a projection of 74 HGV lorry 

movements per day over the peak month. Control and monitoring of repairs of road networks lie 



with Highland Council but the burden of lack of repair lies with residents and commuters in 

Strathnairn. Future shortfalls in Highland Council budgets could see resources for roads being 

reduced with further consequences. 

 

Issue 8: Restoration bonds 

The highlighting of this issue is welcomed. Indeed it is almost inconceivable that such a measure 

would not be a standard minimum requirement for a private company which is profiting through 

development of Scotland’s environment. We recommend and assume that when wind farms are 

obsolete the large quantities of non-biodegradable materials should all be removed and either 

recycled or disposed of responsibly. Further clarification of this bond can only be positive. 

 

The issue of restoration also highlights the fact that wind developments will without question cause 

degradation to Scotland’s environment. Rather than limit mitigation to making-good what damage 

has been done through the 20-25 year life of a wind farm, we recommend that specific plans be 

made and actions taken to  enhance the surrounding landscape so as to mitigate for negative 

impacts. The nature of landscape enhancement is context specific and would be best addressed 

through landscape visioning exercises undertaken with local communities to suit their own needs, 

values and aspirations (see other responses). In particular the conversion of mature non-native 

forest plantations in Highland landscapes offers a very plausible option for many areas to expand 

native forest and improve forest quality, as do wetland regeneration, riparian habitat 

enhancement, improving the fish assemblages in freshwater lochs, and so on. In many cases such 

measures to enhance landscapes in line with local community priorities may prove more practical, 

gain greater support and enhance local social relations, human resource and economic capacity than 

community benefit funds. Such priorities could be elicited through participatory landscape visions 

developed by local communities themselves. This would align processes much more closely with the 

European Landscape Convention (2000) and Scottish government recommendations for its uptake 

(IPLC 2009).   

 

 

Issue 9: Carbon rich soils and peat  

This modelling exercise is important and overdue. In fact the issue of carbon and other greenhouse 

gases stored in peat soils often determines whether wind farms contribute towards halting 

climate change or are merely economic exercises with no positive greenhouse gas effects. The 

following review of scientific literature explains this. Degradation of peat does not just lead to CO2 

emissions but also methane and nitrous oxide. Nitrous oxide is up to 300 times more effective at 

trapping heat in the atmosphere when compared to carbon dioxide over a 100-year time period and 

methane 25 times more effective (Mojeremane 2013). These impacts of peat disturbance do not 

feature in the carbon payback calculation. Indeed the very same authors who designed the carbon 

assessment of windfarms (Nayak et al. 2008) have subsequently published articles suggesting that 

windfarms sited on largely undegraded peat will not make carbon savings (Smith et al. 2012, Smith 

et al. 2014). They state that “future policy should avoid constructing windfarms on undegraded 

peatlands unless drainage of peat is minimal and the volume excavated in foundations can be 

significantly reduced compared to energy.” The hydrological impacts of excavating large volumes of 



peat can be damaging and very hard to mitigate against and restore at the end of project lifetimes. It 

is therefore imperative that this issue is given the priority it deserves in planning.  

The current consultation states that developments proposed on deep peat soils will still be given 

consideration. This approach is not consistent with Scotland’s claims to hold and conserve major 

areas of Europe’s peatland. We therefore recommend that the categorisation of peat soils is given 

a bolder and more strict definition and threshold in the spatial planning exercise so as to actively 

prevent planning applications from being processed in areas where certainty exists that 

greenhouse gas emissions will severely compromise the project’s environmental credentials. As 

noted in the SNH report on priority soils, they are commonly found on habitats which also harbour 

nationally and internationally important biodiversity. This spatial planning exercise could give 

greater clarity to this issue and prevent long processes involving conflicts with the public, 

environmental charities and government agencies. There have been a number of accepted 

applications after long battles which SNH and/ or SEPA recommended rejection of on this basis. This 

serves to damage the credibility of the Scottish government and the planning process.   
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